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Recommendations – Local Government:
Tighten the wording of planning controls in general, and existing amenity standards and overlay
requirements in particular, with council and community feedback to make more of them mandatory
or at least with prescriptive decision guidelines (eg Rescode height controls), thus simplifying
discretionary decisions by removing scope for interpretation that could allow bias or undue
influence
Mandate key parameters on DA plans submitted to council, such as accurate shadow and site
diagrams, site inspections and design responses, as well as full notation of all relevant levels,
heights and distances on elevation and floor plans
Quality of DAs submitted to council should be improved by mandating accurate shadow diagrams,
site inspections and design responses, as well as full notation of all relevant levels, heights and
distances on elevation and floor plans
Access to planning documents – endorsed plans are not mentioned specifically in the new s197A
P&E Act but are legally an integral part of any permit and should thus be specified in the list of
accessible documents under public availability requirements in the Act.
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Review the aims of planning schemes and the P&E Act with community participation to produce
revised controls that are both unambiguous and more relevant to the current and emerging issues
facing society today such as climate change, pandemics, infrastructure provision, etc. Discretionary
controls must at least have specific, prescriptive decision guidelines so that certainty is restored to
DA assessments, along with a reduction in the number of "ambit claims” and improvements in
compliant built form and function.
Amend P&E Act to establish local policy as the default rather than the corresponding state policy,
at both local government and VCAT level
Applicants attempting to vary a standard by substituting an alternative design that allegedly
achieves the same objective must be required to demonstrate how it can achieve the same
performance outcome
Introduce a scale of time limits for DA assessments by councils, ranging (say) from 30 days for
simple DAs through to at least 90 days for complex DAs involving large developments, especially
where the DA is incomplete or erroneous.
Digital Permit Register details should be kept current, including past applications and permits (with
a summary of each proposal) and all amendments and appeals (including dates and results) - under
the access provisions of the new s197A of the PE Act.
DELWP to be made more accountable by the state government for its performance deficits, as
revealed by a series of VAGO audits
Recommendations – VCAT:
Increase, not curtail, the scope of Third Party Objection and Appeal rights
Severely limit the substitution of amended plans at VCAT to cases where a change of circumstances
independent of the applicant necessitates modification. Leave to lodge plans would have to be
substantiated by the applicant who would incur an extra fee equivalent to the relevant council DA
fee
Require VCAT to refer cases involving a significantly flawed council assessment process to an
appropriate investigative body, such as the Local Government Inspectorate or the Victorian
Ombudsman’s Office. Alternatively, a new independent body could be set up (analogous to the
Office of the Public Advocate) to investigate local government processes and actions and report
back to VCAT, which would then be required to order appropriate remedial or disciplinary action
Abolish Compulsory Conferences at VCAT in favour of optional mediation. Failing this, at least:
- publish the Orders for Compulsory Conferences and for the Short Case List decisions
- Members conducting Compulsory Conferences should not be allowed to give opinions on
potential
full hearing outcomes, or to preside over any subsequent full hearing in the same case
VCAT to restore publication of its case data spreadsheets that were terminated without notice in
2009.
Legislate to introduce Deliberative Community Consultation as a requirement for the development,
review and implementation of planning policy, at council and state level.
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State Government to increase funding for planning enforcement activities and require all councils to
have an enforcement officer
Legislate to establish a “one-stop-shop” so VCAT has jurisdiction over both rectification and
punitive aspects of legal enforcement actions, including contempt orders
Amend s126 of the Planning Act to prioritise prosecution of developers who sell non-compliant
property even though they are no longer or never have been the owner or occupier
Amend the statute of limitations as it applies to planning to extend it from 1 to 10 years, in parallel
with the Building Act
Require all properties redeveloped after a successful DA to get a s97N Certificate of Compliance
before they can be sold, subdivided, leased or rented. The s97N CoC will be a mandatory part of a
s32 vendor statement
NB: the best and most critical professional reference for all Victorian planning issues is “The
Victorian Planning System; Practice, Problems and Prospects” (2017), Dr Stephen Rowley, The
Federation Press, as well as his excellent website <sterow.com>, which features professional
analysis of current and former planning issues such as VCAT procedures, VicSmart, Smart
Planning, “improving” Rescode, Plan Melbourne, etc, as well as archived planning documents and
reports (some of which are no longer accessible on the DELWP website).
Dr Rowley is an RMIT University planning lecturer, former head of planning at Moreland City
Council, a former co-editor of Planning News and current editor of the Victorian Planning Reports.
He is also a practising planning consultant
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Planning issues can be broadly divided into issues of policy and administration. Most submissions
to this inquiry I expect will focus on policy, but my unique experience over most of the previous
two decades has been dealing with the administration of the planning process, as both a community
planning activist and a professional planning advocate representing objectors at VCAT and in local
council negotiations.
Thus, this submission will focus mainly on flaws in the DA assessment process mostly involving
single or multi-dwelling proposals at both council and VCAT level, and possible solutions. Many
statutory rules and guidelines are often poorly or incompletely implemented on a day-to-day basis,
almost always favouring development interests.
It is because of the weaknesses and loopholes in the P&E Act and planning schemes - discretionary
decision making, lack of prescriptive guidelines, difficulty for communities to participate in
development of planning policy, etc – that vested interests can influence outcomes so that decision
making is inconsistent and communities experience poor day-to-day implementation of the system.
Consequently, my recommendations and conclusions focus on creating a planning system with
integrity that is not prone to such inconsistent and corrupt day to day decisions, a system which is
3
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transparent and accountable so incorrect/improper decisions are deterred or at least can be detected
and dealt with more easily.
Certainty should be at the head of such a system – something that all parties in planning disputes
claim to crave. That means more prescriptive controls or at least more specific and prescriptive
decision guidelines to minimise the currently often flawed or biased exercise of discretion.
The recommendations listed above are proposed to address the flaws discussed below.
2

Potential for corruption in planning

The high level of subjective decision making and considerable discretionary power in the planning
system lends itself at best to inconsistent decision making, and at worst to susceptibility of
decisions to undue influence and corruption.
Corrupt practices require two essential factors: motivation and opportunity. These can be a product
of lax regulatory systems that prioritise speed and discretion over rigour and accountability.
Satisfactory ‘structural and cultural’ responses are essentially a matter of good governance.
The more power is dispersed, the more resistant it is to corruption. Dispersal of power is an antidote
to corruption because it renders conspiracy, control and concentration of power difficult, which
improves accountability in how decision-making power is exercised.
A condition of dispersed power is public participation, through non-governmental and communitybased organisations orientated to the public interest. That alone is a strong recommendation for
increasing third party objection and appeal rights (TPOAR).
The NSW ICAC report Anti-Corruption Safeguards and the NSW Planning System proposes ‘six
key corruption safeguards’:
providing certainty;
balancing competing public interests;
ensuring transparency;
reducing complexity;
meaningful community participation and consultation; and
expanding the scope of third party merits appeals.
All of these safeguards have been taken into account to some degree by the recommendations listed
at the head of this submission.
3

Common flaws in DA assessment at the Council level

Over half of the 200-odd cases I have dealt with involved flaws (usually several) in the DA process,
all disadvantaging objectors - a demonstrable pattern of frequent small examples of
inefficiency/bias/ incompetence/conflicts of interest/corruption with regard to local government
transparency and accountability in governance, town planning permit assessments and enforcement.
Some of the typical flaws in the DA assessment process are illustrated by the brief case references
below, as well as the 13 cases in Appendix 1 to this submission. These 13 case notes were some of
20 that I assembled for the 2004 Yarra Council Planning Audit; only 5 cases were considered and
the process issues they raised were ignored.
4
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These cases are minor but their importance lies in both the sheer frequency of these occurrences and
the cumulative effects of multiple flaws which can add up to influence whether a permit gets
refused or not, and if granted, whether appropriate permit conditions are included or not.
The 13 cases amount to over half of all the cases I dealt with from 2000-2004 and I didn’t have to
look far - 3 of these occurred just in my own street and the next (Kent and Somerset Sts in
Richmond).
These cases (and those below with links) together contain numerous examples of flawed
performance by council staff and lawyers in carrying out their professional roles, as well as several
“work-arounds”. These sorts of flawed cases also add to the growing distrust of council planning
bureaucracies by the community, and the “siege mentality” evident at some councils with respect to
staff interaction with residents and ratepayers.
This has worsened the distrust of the general community by public servants already highlighted in
the recent Future of Australia’s Federation Survey (https://theconversation.com/australias-publicservants-dedicated-highly-trained-and-elitist-97691 by Professor Ron Levy, ANU). The results
show that public servants hold unfavourable assumptions about deliberation by members of the
public who thus seem to be considered unwelcome contributors in policy-making.
This matters in the context of this submission because there will need to be more pressure for a
substantial role for deliberative democracy involving the community to identify and implement
most of the planning reforms suggested here.
The typical flaws in the DA assessment process highlighted by the above cases include:
- policies aren't always followed diligently or consistently (eg, on Heritage)
- notification of applications & NODs isn't always carried out properly or fully
– factual evidence from objectors of significant inaccuracies in development applications is
sometimes not considered or not referred to in delegation reports, contravening s60(1)(c)
- proper site inspections aren't always done, so discrepancies on plans aren't detected
- final plans for endorsement often contain unrequested and unauthorised extra changes which are
subsequently endorsed when council officers approve the plans, usually only having time to check
that specific written conditions are reflected in the plans. This makes any subsequent planning
enforcement very difficult - legally, council can be liable for costs under s94 PE Act if it challenges
aspects of a building it has endorsed (even by error) via the final plans
– planners don't insist on crucial reference levels for ground, floor & wall heights on plans
– planners don't always assess applications diligently against Rescode standards and planning
scheme provisions that have negative implications for the proposal
– Rescode guidelines get "traded off" when all objectives should be met
– issues like turning circles, shadow diagrams, view-lines, relevance of zonings, traffic and parking
impact, etc, may not be checked properly
– file records of objections, consultative meetings, heritage assessments, etc, can be "lost"; some
whole files go missing
– written requests for further information to developers about applications may be sent late or
informally, so the council can’t stop the 60-day assessment clock (after 60 days the applicant can
appeal to VCAT for failure to act)
5
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- extra plumbing facilities are sometimes allowed for rear studios above garages, which in a
residential zone means they become "as of right" dwellings once built
– overlooking screening is not always assessed properly - also see: www.sos.asn.au/files/APP.2PMS.pdf
– council planners have on occasion provided false or misleading information to residents, to
councillors on committees & to VCAT, sometimes via council lawyers (see most Appendix 1 cases)
– enforcement queries to Council can be repeatedly left answered and although some permit
breaches are enforced, nothing is done about others
- some enforcement assessment processes are incompetent and/or inconsistent
– major changes are sometimes approved to permits for large developments by incrementally
allowing a sequence of individual small changes as "minor" amendments (under P&E Act s73)
Applicants often attempt to vary a standard by substituting an alternative design that allegedly
achieves the same objective. However, they are rarely required to demonstrate how their alternative
will achieve the same performance outcome as the original Rescode standard.
Some typical recent VCAT cases are briefly summarised below that illustrate the attitude of some
developers and inadequate council DA process.
– a proposal for 2 x 3-storey dwellings on a small lot was granted a permit by Yarra Council
despite many significant errors and omissions in the application and plans. It was successfully
appealed by the objectors. See particularly paras 8-17 and 31-34:
Tika v Yarra CC (Red Dot) [2018] VCAT 894 (29 June 2018)
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/vic/VCAT/2018/894.html,.
– Greater Dandenong council refused a permit with what appeared to be a last-minute negative
alteration to the conclusion of a positive delegate report. The VCAT Member requested an
explanation but was told that “the report says what it says”. He commented that the situation
reflected very poorly on Council and should not be repeated, but took no other action:
Ausgroup Pty Ltd v Greater Dandenong CC [2011] VCAT 2247 (29 November 2011)
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/vic/VCAT/2011/2247.html
– a rural council delegate report raised many substantial concerns about a proposal, yet it was still
granted a permit by the council planner with few extra conditions. VCAT refused the permit and
awarded costs against the council. The VPRs case summary went one step further than the VCAT
decision by noting that council officers in country towns and rural areas can sometimes be
pressured to approve projects because of the need to promote development or because of local
networking
Lenghaus v Ararat Rural CC [2015] VCAT 1592 (9 October 2015)
(see Victorian Planning Reports - VCAT vol.3 no.9)
– Bayside Council allowed illegal tree removal that ignored permit conditions in what VCAT
described as “an appalling display of incompetence on the part of the responsible authority” in
allowing 5 Cyprus trees to be cut down which were required to be retained under an approved
landscape plan. It did so against the express wishes of the applicants and in apparent contradiction
of the earlier Order made by VCAT in Paterson v Bayside CC in 2008 that removal of the Cyprus
trees next door to the property not be permitted. None of the 3 planners consulted by the objectors
apparently bothered to look at the earlier permit conditions but because all the parties had reached
an agreement, VCAT was only able to require council to pay the objector’s VCAT application fees.
Toscano v Bayside CC [2016] VCAT 477 (30 March 2016)
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http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/appalling-display-of-incompetence-council-lashed-in-stingingvcat-ruling-20160522-gp10o5.html
www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/sinodisp/au/cases/vic/VCAT/2016/477.html
In none of these cases could VCAT follow through with any remedial or disciplinary action or
referrals over the unexplained/unjustified failure of council delegates to adequately carry out their
assessments under the Act, so nothing changes. As the only planning permit review body in
Victoria, VCAT is uniquely placed to respond to clear deficiencies in council process. This should
be done not through the complex legal process of judicial review but simply by requiring VCAT to
refer cases such as these to the Local Government Inspectorate or the Victorian Ombudsman’s
Office (preferably the latter since it is independent of the government bureaucracy).
Alternatively, a new independent body analogous to the Office of the Public Advocate could be set
up with the power to investigate local government processes and actions (instead of guardianship
issues).
The investigative body would report back to VCAT which should be required to order appropriate
remedial or disciplinary action, such as fines and/or directions for the relevant council to take
internal action to prevent recurrence, all of which should be noted as part of the council Annual
Report.
When civil tribunals were established in Australia in the 1970s, part of the rationale was that merits
decisions in local government cases would influence council performance for the better. However,
the opposite has been the case – councils are under financial pressure to minimise cases going to
VCAT so sometimes tend to “second-guess” VCAT outcomes and there is no external enforcement
mechanism to improve council DA assessment processes.
However, the quality of initial DAs should be improved by mandating key parameters such as
accurate shadow and site diagrams, site inspections and design responses, as well as full notation of
all relevant levels, heights and distances on elevation and floor plans.
4

Prescriptive vs Discretionary controls

One of the stalwarts of Australian planning, Professor Jeremy Dawkins, points out that a successful
urban planning regime must involve rigorous, consistent rules that are well-enforced if it is to create
an orderly system of land ownership where land values and uses are stabilized by clear development
rules to protect the rights of all landowners and prevent speculative and/or inappropriate use and
development. “We will know we have escaped the statutory planning cringe when planners see
themselves as visionary regulators” (see “In Praise of Regulation”, Jeremy Dawkins, University of
Technology, Sydney. Published in “Australian Planner,” 33:1, 10-15. Published online: 15 Dec
2010. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/07293682.1996.9657703)
The aims of planning schemes and of the P&E Act need to be reviewed with community
participation, so revised controls can be produced that are both unambiguous and more relevant to
the rapidly emerging threats facing society, such as climate change, pandemics, environmental
pollution, etc. Specific solutions are needed, such as appropriate infrastructure and public transport;
more treed public and private open space to counteract the heat island effect; mandatory fresh air
circulation and adequate heating and cooling in both public and private buildings; etc.
Consequently, most existing amenity standards and overlay requirements should be mandatory or at
least have prescriptive decision guidelines. These by definition would barely affect compliant DAs
which would almost automatically be fast-tracked). These controls would lead to more certainty in
7
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the DA assessment process (which applicants say they want), leading to improvements in built form
and function as well as a reduction in the number of "ambit claims” and appeals in general due to
fewer significant grounds of appeal.
Updated and more appropriate planning policies alone won’t improve implementation or reduce the
occurrence of undue influence, unless they are more prescriptive or at least supported by specific,
prescriptive decision guidelines to minimise subjective or biased exercise of discretion and thus
simplify and expedite decisions that better reflect planning policy and be less likely to provide
grounds for appeal.
Importantly, all this would influence permit applicants to lodge more compliant and complete DAs,
resulting in fewer decisions with significant grounds for appeal, less complex and more rapid
assessment due to fewer discretionary decisions required, and thus better and quicker planning
outcomes more in line with planning policy. This would allow large savings in time and money for
all parties, as well as a planning regime that was less confusing, less complex and easier to
administer.
An urban planning system with greater certainty and much less exercise of discretion is also
required to repair and develop community cohesion and support, which has been increasingly
undermined over the last few decades by the adversarial performance-based planning regime.
Neighbour is pitted against neighbour, and often the losers sell up and leave the area they originally
chose to raise a family and participate in their local community.
In summary, more prescriptive statutory controls would apply to councils and to VCAT and would:
- slash council workloads by minimising discretionary decision-making and thus reduce DA
assessment times across the board
- cut the number of sub-standard and “ambit claim” DAs
- reduce the planning caseload at VCAT due to more compliant and complete DAs being lodged
and
thus fewer grounds of appeal in council decisions
while also
- effectively fast-tracking compliant applications
- improving the quality of planning outcomes
- providing more certainty for all parties
This approach has been considered before. VCAT President Justice Bell conducted a full review of
VCAT in 2009, including how to address public concern about ambit claims, inconsistent VCAT
decisions and perceived personal bias among VCAT members. One option was to recommend that
the Government rewrite the city plan (M2030) to be more prescriptive and thus less open to
discretion. (http://www.theage.com.au/national/vcat-chief-admits-faults-calls-for-overhaul20090811-egz3.html)
5

Access to Permit Registers

Permit Register information is vital for transparency and accountability. They cannot be
realistically kept complete and up-to-date in hard copy, but digital registers should be kept current,
including past applications and permits (including proposal summaries) and all amendments and
appeals (with dates and results). Many councils do not presently include all this data but it is all
available through administration of the DA process – for transparency and accountability, there’s no
reason not to provide it via their online register under the new s197A PE Act.
8
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6

Critical VAGO audits

But no matter how appropriate planning policies may be, they can be undermined in practice if their
implementation is flawed. Historically, a series of critical audits by the Victorian Auditor General’s
Office (VAGO) of council performance in the administration of their planning schemes have
confirmed what residents know only too well – that there is a continuing failure by councils to
administer discretionary planning with adequate objectivity, accountability and transparency:
Dec. 1999: Land Use and Development in Victoria: The State's planning system
http://www.audit.vic.gov.au/reports_and_publications/reports_published_in_201213/reportarchive-1990-1999/19991215-land-use-victoria.aspx
May 2008: Victoria's Planning Framework for Land Use and Development
http://www.audit.vic.gov.au/reports__publications/reports_by_year/2008/20080507_land
_use_and_devt.aspx
March 2017: Managing Victoria’s Planning System for Land Use and Development
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/managing-victorias-planning-system-land-use-anddevelopment
The VAGO March 2017 report relating to measuring performance (part 5) concluded that:
Neither DELWP's nor councils' performance measurement frameworks for the planning system
holistically measure the aspects of planning performance that they need to…..
Victoria's performance frameworks do not measure how well the planning system contributes to
achieving the objectives of the Act and state planning policies, even though the planning
department at the time (DPCD) agreed to our 2008 recommendation to do this. The frameworks
instead are based mostly on service delivery indicators…
In 2008, VAGO found that:
In 78 per cent of cases examined, officer reports did not give adequate consideration to matters
specified in the Act, planning scheme, or both, when assessing planning permit applications. While
the area of officer assessment was of most concern, deficiencies in most other stages of the permit
process were also evident….
Quality assurance arrangements provided by senior council planning staff over the accuracy and
processing of permit applications was an area requiring significant improvement….
While deficiencies were evident in councils’ management of most stages of the planning permit
application process, the number of council assessments that failed to demonstrate adequate
consideration of the requirements of the Act and planning scheme was unacceptably high.
The extent and significance of concerns relating to the processing of planning permit applications
by councils suggests that a multi-pronged, system-wide approach, coordinated by DPCD in
partnership with councils and key stakeholder groups, is needed to raise the overall standard of
statutory planning in councils.
7

Re-establish the primacy of Local Policy at VCAT and council level
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The whole point of local policy is to allow councils to introduce more appropriate amenity controls
than the standard state policies provide, including local Rescode standards. Note that when
ResCode was introduced in 2002 it was intended to be a set of minimum standards but it only took a
few years before they began to be treated as maximum standards, to be cut back where possible.
But the default nature of local policy has always been clearly implied in the planning regime.
Planning Practice Note 8 (“Writing a Local Planning Policy” – now deleted from the Dept. website)
stated “An LPP guides how discretion in a zone, overlay or a particular provision will be
exercised”. More importantly, the Rescode preamble under “Requirements” states that where local
variations to Rescode standards occur in schedules, zones or overlays, the local variations apply, not
the state standard in Clauses 54 and 55 (also see Planning Practice Note 27).
Consequently, the P&E Act should be amended to clearly establish local policy as the default in
cases where the corresponding state policy is weaker.
It has frequently been reported that councils and residents want more weight on local planning
policy in VCAT decisions. The failure to treat local policy as the default standard is one of the
biggest criticisms of VCAT decisions and there is little point in successive governments allowing
councils to waste time and money to officially incorporate local policies into their planning
schemes if VCAT does not give them due weight.
8

Lodging amended plans prior to appeal hearings – “ambit claims”

Lodging amended plans prior to appeal hearings at VCAT can save time and resources by
incorporating improvements in development proposals but this ignores the wider context.
Plans are invariably amended to address non-compliance with planning guidelines as highlighted by
councils or objectors. If amended plans are deemed strategically necessary by a permit applicant at
this late stage of the DA process (a month or so before a VCAT hearing) to increase their chances
of being granted a permit, why not present these plans earlier at the council stage of the process to
meet the same council and objector concerns and perhaps avoid the need to appeal to VCAT at all?
Clearly there is some advantage to the developer (statistically at least) to submit amended plans to
VCAT, not Council. That appears to be partly at least because a VCAT assessment is limited to
what the parties present at the hearing, whereas councils take more time to assess a DA in its local
context, including a proper emphasis on local policy.
VCAT’s current advice to permit applicants in planning cases is to ensure that amended plans are
referred to internal Council departments for comment (“Back to Basics - 2020 and Beyond” a panel
presentation by Planning Panels Victoria and VCAT, 12 March 2020). This at least would ensure
that councils have an opportunity to make a judgement on how much of an improvement the plans
are, but that is no substitute for formally lodging the amended plans for full consideration with
council, which would then retain the power to refuse or grant a permit (with appropriate
conditions).
It is evident that less scrupulous developers for years now have been “gaming” the system to
improve their chances of getting a partly non-compliant DA over the line at VCAT more quickly
and with fewer conditions than negotiating an outcome at council. They may lodge confusing, noncompliant &/or incomplete applications that require council to request further information,
clarification and negotiation, which can prevent a council reaching a decision within the present 60day limit. The developer can then appeal the case to VCAT, although VCAT’s primary role is to act
10
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as a court of review for local government decisions, not as a responsible authority making original
decisions.
The Reference Group on Decision-making Processes in the planning system had already arrived at a
similar conclusion back in 2002 (Whitney Report 2 – Substitution and Amendment of Plans, Nov.
2002). Its main conclusions on amended plans were that the quality of initial applications submitted
should be improved to avoid ambit claims and reduce the need for significant changes to plans, and
disincentives to lodging amended plans at VCAT should be used to ensure that disputed aspects of
development proposals were resolved at council level.
Consequently, a more appropriate response would be to introduce a scale of time limits for
assessments, ranging (say) from 30 days for simple DAs through to at least 90 days for complex
DAs involving large developments, especially where the DA is incomplete or erroneous.
The ability to lodge amended plans at VCAT should be allowed only if there has been a change in
circumstances independent of the applicant that would significantly affect the proposal. This would
deter ambit claims and induce developers to negotiate any changes to their proposals with all parties
at the council assessment stage.
The quality of initial DAs should be improved by mandating key parameters on DA plans submitted
to council, such as accurate shadow and site diagrams, site inspections and design responses, as
well as full notation of all relevant levels, heights and distances on elevation and floor plans.
While this may sound onerous, DAs are routinely prepared by professional planners and draftspeople and provision of these details would be routine and assist more rapid assessment of the
proposal.
Again, the benefits would be significant - time saved with assessments; increased certainty (which
all parties claim to want, especially applicants); less exercise of discretion would result in fewer
reasons for appeals.
9

Compulsory Conferences at VCAT

There are three strong arguments for abolishing Compulsory Conferences in favour of optional
mediation, as follows:
1…Because Compulsory Conferences are compulsory, there is pressure on participants (councils &
resident-objectors) to compromise and settle when they have every right to argue their case in a full
hearing. It is significant that while objectors typically win few contested full merits hearings
outright, they frequently win one or more concessions – ie, improved permit conditions.
Compulsory Conferences obviously put parties under duress (especially lay objectors) and this is
confirmed by statements from legal firms acting for developers: “with the assistance of a VCAT
Member pushing the parties to agree, settlements can be achieved even when prior to the hearing
an agreement seems most unlikely” (https://www.keenplanning.com.au/blog/blog-000019)
2…CCs breach the principle of confidentiality because the same member is able to preside over any
subsequent full hearing if the CC is unsuccessful (unless any participants object). However, a
member who conducts an ordinary VCAT mediation cannot go on to hear the full case if the
mediation fails.
3…In a CC, the member is free to give their opinion to individual parties on the likely outcome of a
full hearing, which can place even more pressure on participants to settle. This is compounded by
11
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the fact that VCAT is not a court of precedent and the varied exercise of discretion by members that
is evident in full hearings can similarly occur during CCs. Consequently, a member’s opinion
during a CC gives an uncertain indication of the likely outcome of any subsequent full hearing,
especially since at the CC stage they have not heard detailed submissions on the merits of the case.
Note: these flaws are also outlined in “The Victorian Planning System; Practice, Problems and
Prospects” (2017), Dr Stephen Rowley, The Federation Press, p116
The wording of some of VCAT’s tips for resolving disputes also appear aimed at pressuring
objectors:
Compromising and agreeing to some of the other party’s interests, as well as satisfying some of
yours, gives you a better chance of reaching an outcome….
Reaching agreement will save you the time, stress and cost of going to a hearing at VCAT and help
you put the dispute behind you and move on with your life.
(see - https://www.vcat.vic.gov.au/the-vcat-process/mediations-and-compulsoryconferences/compulsory-conferences).
(NB: re hearing costs - developers’ costs are tax-deductible)
This ignores the knowledge and power imbalance between objectors and developers. If objectors
need to hire planning lawyers to give them equal footing at any sort of mediation, they might as
well contest a full hearing if they’ve been advised they have some strong arguments – they are still
likely to win concessions and could possibly even have the proposal rejected.
Consequently, from a fairness point of view, it is disturbing to note that in early 2020, VCAT
unilaterally decided to impose mandatory compulsory conferences on all objector appeals (s82)
apparently to improve VCAT efficiency and reduce case backlogs:
The proportion of new planning appeals undergoing ADR will double to 40% with an assumed 30%
success rate, freeing up Members for Merits Hearings
(ie, other merits hearings without objectors, involving only councils and developers).
However, if this is not done, in the interests of transparency and gaining or maintaining public trust
in the Tribunal, VCAT should at least publish the Orders for Compulsory Conference decisions (but
not reasons, which are confidential). Members should also not be allowed to give opinions on
potential full hearing outcomes, or to preside over any subsequent full hearing in the same case.
Similarly, there is also no reason why a summary of Short Cases decisions can’t be published - not
with exhaustive discussion but at least the Order and summary of reasons.
10 Gaming the Compulsory Conference process
Councils normally prefer to have control over assessments by allowing DAs to be lodged and then
negotiating with the applicant for improvement, rather than refusing a permit outright which would
usually result in a rapid appeal of the DA to VCAT.
However, some DAs (usually controversial non-compliant developments) have been quickly
refused outright by a few councils (eg, Glen Eira) resulting in few or no objectors. These cases
rapidly end up at a compulsory conference at VCAT, with an agreement then reached by
confidential negotiations between just the applicant and the council delegate that is rubber-stamped
by a consent order from VCAT. In some cases, the community may perceive this as VCAT
overruling the council.
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Some of these consent orders have allowed as much development as was originally applied for. But
following and analysing the actual sequence of events in any given assessment, amendment or
VCAT proceeding to get a complete picture of any particular case is difficult at some councils like
Glen Eira, where the formatting of case information regularly displayed on the council website
changes fairly often, with some data not always included.
However, while some DAs in Glen Eira have been refused by a full council meeting, not by council
delegates, some of these cases have subsequently been approved via compulsory conference
Consent Orders, despite not being referred back to a full council meeting for a decision on the draft
agreement. For example, in the case of 24-26 Vickery St Bentleigh (application no. GE/PP29007/2016), council had resolved to grant a permit for a 3-storey building of 27 dwellings but at
the subsequent compulsory conference an agreement negotiated by a council delegate resulted in a
consent order for a 4-storey building of 36 dwellings, with the conditions imposed by council
largely removed.
This situation appears to be a breach of the intent if not the letter of council staff delegation
procedures, which for most councils contain wording similar to this:
3.3 The delegate must not determine the issue, take the action or do the act or thing……
5. If the issue, action, act or thing is one which Council has previously designated must
be the subject of a Resolution of Council;
6. If the determining of the issue, taking of the action or doing of the act or thing would
involve or be likely to involve a decision which is inconsistent with a policy or strategy
adopted by Council
Eg: Whitehorse Council instrument of staff delegation, 2017:
https://whitehorse.infocouncil.biz/Open/2017/08/CO_20170821_AGN_584_files/CO_20170821_A
GN_584_Attachment_3399_4.PDF
Glen Eira staff Delegation policy, 2018:
https://www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/media/2854/12182018-item-913-attachments-final-agenda-18december-2018.pdf )
11 The Forest Ridge consent order case
Another recent case involved a compulsory conference consent order for the large and controversial
development in Whitehorse at 104-168 Hawthorn Rd Forest Hill, the former Channel O site known
as the Forest Ridge estate. The full council voted almost unanimously on 18.9.17 to refuse to
approve the development plan for the estate after receiving over a hundred objections.
However, after the subsequent compulsory conference council delegates finally reached a draft
agreement with the permit applicant but this draft was not referred back to the full council for a
decision. After community pressure for an explanation, council’s lawyers (Maddocks) provided an
information sheet sent to the local residents group by the General Manager City Development who
stated that further correspondence would not be entered into.
Unlike most legal communications, the Maddocks information sheet was not on letterhead or signed
or dated; it contained several incorrect dates and appeared to be legally unattributable. It dwelt on
several factors that were not at issue and seemed intended to quell objector concerns by inferring
that due process was followed through the whole application procedure. It also explained at length
how the Member used "fresh eyes" to “interrogate both sides at the hearing”, because "VCAT
cannot be a mere rubber stamp". But the Member's written Order was just that - merely the usual
pro forma stating that VCAT relied on the consent of the council as confirmation that the permit
would conform to all requirements (see para.40, VCAT Practice Note 1).
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12 Third Party Objection and Appeal Rights (TPOAR)
Scrutiny and transparency discourage corruption and incompetence and thus improve planning
outcomes. Consequently, as long as planning controls are performance-based, notice and appeal
rights should exist for all development applications.
Obviously, this could lead to a large increase in appeals unless other reforms were introduced to the
DA assessment process. However, as explained under point 4 (p7) above, the other reforms
suggested in this submission (particularly more prescriptive controls and decision guidelines) would
mean that DA assessments would be easier and quicker (effectively fast-tracking compliant
applications,) resulting in fewer grounds of appeal in council decisions
As mentioned earlier on corruption, TPOAR tend to counteract trends to towards less transparency
and accountability in the DA process. The former head of VCAT, Stuart Morris QC, expressed
strong common-sense arguments for retaining Third Party notification and appeal rights in his
speech “Third Party Participation in the Planning Permit Process”, at a conference on
“Environmental Sustainability, the Community and Legal Advocacy” Victoria University, 4 March
2005: https://www.vcat.vic.gov.au/resources/document/2005-third-party-participation- planningpermit-process
“The case for third party appeal rights comes down to three basics. First, the existence of third
party appeal rights tends to improve the quality of governance. Good governance is not just about
end results, it is also about the process of making decisions. Citizens derive satisfaction from
having their say in decisions which affect them. Further, neighbouring landowners often have a
very legitimate interest in whether development occurs and the form of that development.
Second, third party rights often lead to better planning decisions. It is true that it is comparatively
rare for an objector to completely succeed in overturning a decision of a council in favour of
development. But in more than half the matters brought before the tribunal, objectors are at least
partly successful, in that the form of the development is changed or additional conditions imposed.
Third party appeals do enable development proposals to be evaluated in more detail and, although
this comes at a cost, the most common outcome is a refinement of the development.
Third, the existence of third party appeal rights discourages corrupt behaviour between developers
and local government. When local government is charged with making a final decision on
development issues there is a temptation for collusive behaviour; but this is pointless if objectors
can exercise a right to appeal to an independent tribunal.” [p6]
He added, “The exemptions in the VPPs (from notice and third party review) seem to be predicated
upon the doubtful assumption that the owners and occupiers of business land have a lesser right to
be involved in the development of adjoining land than the owners and occupiers of residential land.
However, because business land is often developed more intensively than residential land,
development of one allotment can have greater impacts upon neighbouring allotments than the
development of a residential lot.” [p4]
13 Deliberative Community Consultation
Resident participation is now vitally necessary as a circuit breaker to address the number of
intransigent problems society is experiencing in dealing with increasing environmental crises –
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from relatively minor issues like the heat island effect exacerbated by higher density housing, to
major bushfires, pandemics, species loss and ecological collapse, and their social, medical and
economic impacts.
Consequently, more prescriptive mandatory controls and/or more specific decision guidelines to
greatly reduce the need for subjective interpretation and the exercise of discretion seem to be the
only practical solutions to efficiently maximise optimum built form and function in the community
interest.
These controls should be developed with input from the community and independent planning
experts, not just the government planning bureaucracy, the private development industry and
councils (the latter having a conflict of interest due to their focus on maximising property rate
returns and facilitating traditional economic activity).
The most appropriate democratic and community-building process is Deliberative Community
Consultation, where groups of citizens listen to various experts from all sides of a given planning
issues, discuss the evidence and make recommendations to be adopted or at least taken into account
by policy-makers.
Cities like Curitiba in Brazil and Vancouver in BC, Canada have used extensive deliberative
consultation processes with residents to help frame city master plans to ensure their policies have
broad community support.
Deliberative processes were also used in WA in the mid-2000s to address specific planning and
infrastructure problems. Community teams were established to adapt and combine a range of
previously-documented engagement techniques to suit local needs. Outcomes from these
deliberative processes then influenced policy decisions. In many cases, deliberative
recommendations were fully adopted by the Minister, with communities being more supportive of
planning decisions by the bureaucracy because of their participation in the process.
It's worth remembering that for decades many countries around the world have been using a
common form of Deliberative Community Consultation - the use of juries in legal trials. We trust
them with the future of the guilty and the innocent – why not with decisions about the future wellbeing of our communities? See the following references:
http://www.newdemocracy.com.au/
“Cities – Who Decides?”
Kelly, J., 2010, Cities: Who Decides?, Grattan Institute, Melbourne.
https://grattan.edu.au/report/cities-who-decides/
This report looked at decision making in eight of the world's most successful cities.
First, there were high and sustained levels of public engagement in decision making. Then, a
consistency of strategic direction, including across political cycles; and collaboration across
different sectors of society was common. Interestingly, changing structures does not, in itself,
produce success, and can even be a distraction.
Finally, there was usually a trigger for improvement, which kicked off the political will required for
real, sustained improvement.
Our study suggests that if these issues are not taken seriously, broad success is unlikely to happen.
“Using deliberative techniques to engage the community in policy development”
Judy Gregory, Janette Hartz-Karp and Rebecca Watson
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2500036/
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Also PDF: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2500036/pdf/1743-8462-5-16.pdf
SUMMARY:

In Australia, less-than-effective implementation of community engagement has generally resulted in
increased community cynicism and reduced trust between communities and government agencies.
However, in a stunning display of what political will on the part of a Minister can achieve,
deliberative community engagement was used in Western Australia by the Department of Planning
and Infrastructure (DPI) and other planning and infrastructure agencies from 2001-2005.
Outcomes were seriously considered by the Minister (Alannah MacTiernan) and used to influence
policy decisions. In many cases, she fully adopted recommendations generated through these
deliberative processes.
Deliberation in decision-making is when citizens consider relevant facts from multiple points of
view and think critically about options in discussion with one another to enlarge their perspectives
and understanding of the issues.
Engaging in meaningful deliberation is significantly enhanced if participation is diverse, inclusive
and representative Participants who know their deliberations will influence policy development or
decision making are more likely to participate meaningfully and to “own” the resulting decisions
(ie, increased community acceptance & unity).
“Deliberative Collaborative Governance as a Democratic Reform to Resolve Wicked
Problems and Improve Trust”
Robert Weymouth and Professor Janette Hartz-Karp (Curtin University)
Volume 17; Issue 1 JESP Special Edition: Policy Responses to Megatrends in Regional Australia
https://empoweringparticipation.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Deliberative-collaborativegovernance-as-a-democratic-reform-to-resolve-wicked-problems-and-improve-trust..pdf
A persistent and increasing governance challenge has appeared in the last several decades in mature
democracies at all levels from national to local that stems from declining trust levels in government
by citizens. This leads to multiple policy implementation problems for governments, city and
regional local governments alike, especially those facing complex sustainability issues - wicked
problems.
A process known as deliberative collaborative governance that enables more meaningful public
participation in issues that matter, with greater decision-making transparency, accountability and
perceived legitimacy, has been demonstrably effective in helping to redress the governance gap.
National and international examples of deliberative collaborative governance over the last two
decades illustrate the potential of this method to close the governance gap. This case study in a
regional town in Western Australia illustrates how deliberative collaborative governance has
reduced the governance gap and positively affected the implementation of local government policy
and operations, including their responses to wicked problems.
“SPOTLIGHT ON COUNCILS EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES” (Victoria)

https://www.mosaiclab.com.au/news-all-posts/councils-empower-communities-giving-realinflurence-over-community-visions
“Citizens’ assemblies: how to bring the wisdom of the public to bear on the
climate emergency” https://theconversation.com/citizens-assemblies-how-to-bring-the-wisdom-of-thepublic-to-bear-on-the-climate-emergency-119117

But when it comes to community consultation on urban planning in Australia, the resistance from
the bureaucracy and the planning fraternity is significant, driven by vested interests and the amounts
of money and influence involved. No community consultation of any significance in planning is
conducted by the state government or DELWP.
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Consequently, a significant change is required in the attitudes of politicians and bureaucrats to
enable the community to be more involved at the start of the statutory planning process, ie, in
helping to determine strategic planning policy. If once established, legislative safeguards would
also be required to prevent this process subsequently being open to white-anting by industry
pressure, as has happened in a number of cases, eg with the development and introduction of
Rescode and Better Apartment Standards.
14 Planning Enforcement
It is important that planning amendments and permits are enforced so that the enforcement regime
not only corrects and punishes breaches of planning law but can also fulfil its major function –
acting as a deterrent. Laws that are rarely enforced are frequently broken or even ignored. The P&E
Act provides for a range of enforcement options (P&E Act, Part 6 Division 1 & 2) and Responsible
Authorities are required to ensure compliance with the planning system, prevent threatened
breaches, and punish and ensure compliance if breaches occur.
In practice, however, compliance with planning scheme requirements and permit conditions is
routinely under-enforced, leading to reduced community faith in the system. Most councils have a
reactive enforcement program, largely based on responding to complaints from residents rather than
proactively pursuing compliance. This is partly a result of the removal of municipal responsibility
for building inspections during construction, which became the province of the new private building
surveyor system that began in 1994.
The enforcement regime is further compromised by the dual avenues of prosecution – VCAT can
only provide rectification of building deficiencies resulting from planning permit breaches, and the
Magistrates Court can only provide punitive remedies.
Developers often thwart the VCAT process by lodging a new application to gain planning approval
for the unauthorized building changes they had made. Considering merits in VCAT enforcement
cases clouds the key issue of non-compliance and reduces certainty and credibility, and VCAT
enforcement orders cannot be enforced by police - that requires a Supreme Court order which is
clumsy, costly and time-consuming. The Magistrates Court at least does not get adjourned because
of a new planning application.
The key remedy to improve the enforcement regime is to create a “one-stop-shop” by amending the
VCAT Act 1998 and the Planning & Environment Act 1987 so that VCAT has jurisdiction for both
rectification and awarding costs, allowing it to make all necessary orders, including contempt if an
enforcement order is not complied with (see the Planning Enforcement Officers Association
submission to the Victorian Ministerial Advisory Committee, 2011).
However, in most of the cases I investigated or was involved in, councils also failed to prosecute
the primary culprit (the developer) but instead waited months if necessary to target the new
unsuspecting owner after the property was completed and sold. This may have been to avoid a more
substantial legal fight with development professionals and/or a desire not to get local developers
offside – another aspect of the conflict of interest of councils whose role is to both promote and
police planning and development.
Yarra is one council that frequently uses this tactic, which undercuts the main purpose of
enforcement, which should be to signal to all guilty parties that they will be targeted when detected.
To remedy the above enforcement deficiencies, two key recommendations should be implemented.
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First, s126 of the Planning Act must be amended to prevent prosecution of innocent subsequent
land owners who purchase or rent a property following re-development without being aware of any
non-compliance. Because this change would usually require prosecution of developers who have
since moved on, the statute of limitations, as applied to s126, should be amended because for
planning offences it is only 12 months. But s134 of the Building Act provides that a building action
can be brought up to 10 years after the issue of an occupancy permit for the building. Since
planning enforcement usually involves non-compliance of a built structure with both planning and
building permits, the statute of limitations for offences under s126 P&E Act should be extended to
10 years.
Secondly, all properties redeveloped after a successful DA must be required to get a s97N
Certificate of Compliance before they can be sold, subdivided, leased or rented. This will
necessitate a detailed council inspection and the certificate would be a mandatory part of the s32
vendor statement, thus protecting innocent future owners or occupiers from enforcement action
which, if found to be necessary, would instead be directed against those who actually perpetrated
the non-compliance.
This will require amendments to the relevant Acts (eg, Planning & Environment Act s97N-R and
s126; Sale of Land Act, Part 2, Division 2).
Councils should be legally authorised to fund the certificate process by charging developers an
extra levy at the final stage of the development process, to avoid councils passing on more costs to
buyers/ratepayers.
An effective enforcement regime, without loopholes or weak implementation, acts strongly as a
deterrent, minimising the number of enforcement actions that need to be taken. Conversely, an
enforcement regime that is weakly, inconsistently or infrequently applied leads to general abuse.
The building industry in Victoria and NSW is an example, where a decade ago the Auditor-General
found the Building Commission's supervision of the building permit system to be woeful.
(https://www.theage.com.au/politics/federal/building-industry-to-test-ibacs-credentials-201204041wczc.html)

Ian Wood
BSc, Grad.Dip.Planning & Environment, MPIA
President, Save Our Suburbs Inc. (Vic)
www.sos.asn.au

APPENDIX 1 below
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APPENDIX 1 – EPC Planning Inquiry
Flawed planning application assessments and enforcement cases
(13 summaries) - City of Yarra (as of April 2004)
NB: These files were among 20 referred to the 2004 Yarra Council Planning Audit; only 5 were
considered and issues of poor process and staff error were ignored.
27 Lyndhurst St Richmond (planning & enforcement – inc. VCAT)
89 Kent St Richmond (planning & enforcement– inc. VCAT)
70 Wellington St Richmond (planning – inc. VCAT)
2 Hollick St Richmond (planning – inc. VCAT)
London Tavern (cnr Richmond Terrace & Lennox St) (planning)
4 Dando St Richmond (enforcement; retrospective application refused – inc. VCAT)
121 Kent St Richmond (planning & enforcement)
8 Parker St Richmond (failure to notify)
1B Aitken St Clifton Hill (planning – inc. VCAT)
104 Somerset St Richmond & subdivision file (planning – inc. VCAT)
57 Spensley St Clifton Hill (planning & enforcement – inc. VCAT)
66 Wilson St N Carlton (planning & enforcement – inc. VCAT)
812 & 814 Lygon St N. Carlton (planning & enforcement– inc. VCAT)

27 Lyndhurst St Richmond (planning & enforcement):
99 0466;
VCAT P 2000/103405
A new boundary wall built across the title boundary and against habitable room windows was not
detected by Council due to failure to carry out a site inspection during the original application
process. The affected neighbour (a 75 yr old immigrant widow) tried twice over several months to
explain to planning counter staff but her English was bad and she was just told that a permit had
been issued and she could do nothing about it. Instead, an interpreter should have been offered
immediately, she should have been informed of her options, and the site (only a few 100m from the
town hall!) should have been inspected immediately. I was at the planning counter at the time and
followed up the matter myself.
Yarra subsequently initiated enforcement proceedings but withdrew their stop work order request
in Jan. 01 after Member Davis refused to hear it because Yarra's lawyer failed to serve the affidavit
on the parties prior to the hearing as required, allegedly due to the Xmas break. Consequently,
$1500 costs were awarded against Yarra. However, council enforcement officers later stated in
their report to Council that the application "failed", incorrectly implying that the case was heard but
failed on merit (Council Minutes Dec. 01, Item 2.10, appendix 2):
" • Endorsed plans do not show windows in question on site analysis plans (erroneous), no
adequate site inspection has occurred by planner.
• Community Amenity instructs solicitors to instigate interim enforcement order application
to stop work even though the development was complete. (Council relied on Solicitors
advice, the fact that the development does not comply therefore cannot be complete).
Application failed and costs were awarded against Council."
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The application did not "fail" - it was never heard because it wasn’t served in time, so the on-thespot costs awarded by VCAT related only to “preparation to defend” (VCAT order, 11.1.01).
This failure to stop the development initiated a series of VCAT hearings over the next 11 months,
finally ending in a negotiated settlement. Meanwhile, the objector, who had suffered considerable
stress due to the case, died late that year of a heart attack.
Several appeals were then just left outstanding for nearly 2 years until VCAT dismissed them or
allowed them to be withdrawn in October 2003 [VCAT P2000/103384; P2000/103405;
P051542/2001 - Yarra City Council v Pollock [2003] VCAT 1529 (23 October 2003)].
This case is an example of the waste of time and resources that can ensue just from the failure to
carry out a thorough site inspection during the initial assessment process.

89 & 91 Kent St Richmond (planning & enforcement): 991048; VCAT P1742/2002;
PL02/0680; VCAT P954/2003 (s82) & P1119/2003 (s77)
Carport layout and design was changed after the permit was granted so the proposal was no
longer compliant with GDG and Austroads standards for accommodating 3 vehicles (entry width
and turning circles). Also, two internal walls at no. 89 were moved 700mm south and north
respectively to increase the length of the study by 1.4m ("authorised" during construction by a s73
amendment that purported to only address changes to the front fence but included on the plans an
un-requested change to the façade). The room enlargement and the carport changes were carried
out unilaterally by the developer despite Council & VCAT having both stated at a prior VCAT
hearing on the permit conditions that this room should never be big enough to be able to be used
as a bedroom.
During and after construction, Council repeatedly dismissed my complaints, claiming that the
increased length of the study was well within "tolerable limits".
As a related side issue, council failed to provide me a copy of their lawyers’ definition of “tolerable
limits” under FOI, which they had earlier promised me. I took the matter to VCAT where the
Member stated that I should simply be allowed to read it there and then, but not be able to
comment publicly on it - a requirement that seemed designed to protect the council which had
spent thousands to defend the indefensible, because the document was not privileged legal
information but just a few pages of summaries of published VCAT cases.
However, 15 months after my first complaint on 13.12.00 and 7 months after the development had
been built and sold on 7.7.01, I found via FOI that Yarra Building Services (not Planning or
Enforcement/Community Amenity) had contacted the private building surveyor corroborating my
complaint. This resulted in Peter Gaschk (Council's head of Statutory Planning) signing an
enforcement order application to VCAT directed against the new owners of 89 & 91 Kent St (not
the builder/permit applicant who could have been targeted instead under s126 P&E Act).
The enforcement order application purported to deal with the discrepancies I had pointed out but
only focussed on 6 other very minor changes which I had not even been aware of, which had no
off-site impact and which would normally have been accepted or dealt with internally by Council as
a s73 minor amendment.
It appears that the enforcement order was designed to persuade the applicant to lodge a
retrospective permit application seeking approval of the whole as-built dwelling, which would
"regularise" the development without Council having to acknowledge or act on the serious
deviations from the original planning permit I had reported and which they had dismissed over the
preceding 18 months (as well as an amendment they allowed to subdivision permit 000987,
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facilitating changes to the carport layout that prevented the development from providing adequate
access according to AustRoads standards for 3 vehicles as specified in the original permit).
The applicant did lodge a retrospective application (PL02/0680), which focussed on the same 6
innocuous discrepancies and was approved by Council as expected. My written objections about
major internal changes in dimensions which created a third bedroom with extra parking
implications were ignored by Council's planning assessment, despite s60 P&E Act and despite
similar parking requirements for a 3 bedroom dwelling being considered for the other unit (No.91).
The changes to the rear carports (actually built as open-fronted brick garages) were acknowledged
in the assessment but instead of requiring compliance with the original permit, the retrospective
decision suggested the "double" carport be re-designed into a single space with a storage area
since it was no longer wide enough or long enough to accommodate 2 vehicles according to
Austroads standards for car spaces, accessways and turning circles.
The subdivision changes which Council previously incorrectly approved as being minor
amendments with no implications were ignored by the council planner, despite the fact that they
legitimised boundary changes that amended the carport layout so it no longer complied with the
planning permit.
I challenged the Council's approval of the retrospective application at VCAT but although the
substandard changes to the carports and the enlargement of the study were acknowledged to
have been unilaterally carried out by the developer without authority, the Member approved the asbuilt development on its planning merits in October 2003.
This decision has several implications:
(1) VCAT can override a previous Tribunal by approving a different development from that
originally permitted, effectively negating most of the original assessment process involving
objectors.
(2) VCAT can approve non-compliance with standards required by a State statutory body
(AustRoads), standards which Councils are supposed to abide by. This undercuts the ability of
a Council to insist on appropriate standards for new developments.

70 Wellington St Richmond:
PL 981434; VCAT 1999/55024 & 1999/78269
Two different versions of the Notice of Decision (NOD) were posted out - a correct one (grant of
permit) to the applicant & to an objector who had withdrawn her objection, but an incorrect one
(refusal of permit) to the two remaining objectors. The "mistake" was detected by the objectors
some months later and Council then immediately appealed to VCAT itself - ostensibly to give the
objectors their right to seek cancellation of the permit, according to the attachment to Council's
application.
However, despite the wording of the lengthy attachment, Council’s application for review form was
filled in by their lawyers as only a request for amendment (but with no actual order sought), not to
seek cancellation of the permit, potentially denying the objectors the right to seek cancellation.
Once they realised what was actually intended, the objectors managed at the last moment to file
their own application for cancellation when, only a week before the hearing, Council notified VCAT
changing its request from "no order sought" to seeking a minor amendment, not cancellation (see
argument over costs in Byard's VCAT decision). This would have prevented the objectors from
seeking cancellation and denied them natural justice. However, the objectors’ application for a
cancellation hearing was successful, but the case itself was lost on the planning merits.
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The sending of incorrect NODs was put down to council "administrative error" but the process of
producing, filing and dispatching such notices to all the parties meant that a series of half a dozen
separate "errors" would have all had to occur for two different NODs to have been produced from
different computer templates and then sent out. Copies of the notices retained in the planning file
and allegedly sent to all four parties showed that the correct (to grant) version had apparently been
sent to everyone.

2 Hollick St Richmond:
PL 011476; VCAT P 1064/2002
Council planner Lia Barin falsely stated at the VCAT hearing that Council's heritage officer had
seen and approved the amended plans on which a NOD (notice of decision) to grant was issued see sequence of events in the delegation report; and VCAT decision paras 40-42:

41. Mr Wood took the matter further following the conclusion of the hearing and pursued further
enquiries which he has set out in a statutory declaration dated 1 October 2002, which he has
provided to the Senior Registrar, VCAT, which has been passed on to me for consideration.
42. In the statutory declaration he advises that, following the hearing of this review, he spoke with
Ms Barin and subsequently with the Heritage Adviser Ms Sue Hunt referred to earlier. He claims
that Ms Hunt had advised him that she had no recollection of seeing amended plans and had been
on leave during the period between the amended plans arriving at Council and the officer's report
being completed. He also claimed that two other Heritage Advisers, contacted by him, who
provided comments to Council during this period, apparently also advised Mr Wood that they had
not seen the amended plans to express an opinion on the appropriateness of the amended design for
endorsement.
Watson & Ors v Yarra VCAT 1479 November 2002

The London Tavern (cnr Richmond Terrace & Lennox St):
PL 01/1434
This delegate assessment was deeply flawed - incorrect zone and location description, failure to
advertise despite a significant increase in floor space for patrons and consequent parking
implications for the site & its residential neighbours ("internal renovation only, so no off-site
impact"). A series of letters/emails followed between local resident (and ex-Richmond councillor)
Peter Stahle and then head of planning Jon Brock - in particular from Stahle on 20.9.02, 13.2.03
and from Brock on 27.9.02, 10.2.03. Parking and its local impact is an integral part of an
application but Brock suggested to the applicant (28.2.03) to apply retrospectively for a parking
waiver, confirming that this basic issue was not considered during the assessment.

4 Dando St Richmond (rear of dual-occupancy at 47 Stanley St):
00 0090 - VCAT P1174/2002 (enforcement);
PL02/0542 - retrospective application refused - VCAT P2421/2002
This case involved serious breaches of planning & building permits (also see building file) which
were initially investigated by council enforcement officers who claimed compliance and that no
further action was warranted. The residents persevered with their objections and finally (after a
retrospective permit application which was refused first by Council and then by VCAT), a scathing
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VCAT enforcement order (5.11.03, P1174/2002) 18 months later required major structural changes
to bring the development into compliance with the original permit.
NB: one of the problems in bringing the enforcement action was the lack of key dimensions on the
permit plans - despite specific written permit conditions, Council did not require these dimensions
to be added on the endorsed plans, nor require one of the floor plans to be corrected which
covered the area of the non-compliances but coincidentally had been drawn as a reversal or mirror
image of the actual layout.

121 Kent St Richmond: PL02/0661
The initial assessment failed to recognise that a demolition permit was required for this Heritage
Overlay (HO) site, failed to apply the relevant criteria and thus failed to conclude that the condition
of the building did not warrant demolition. This was only rectified after a complaint.
Amended plans were then re-advertised showing retention of the first two rooms and demolition of
the rest of the 100 year-old-plus dwelling, all confirmed by the endorsed plans when the permit
was issued.
However, the entire house was subsequently demolished with the exception of the front
wall/façade which was left propped up about a foot in front of its original position, to allow a new
one to be built behind it and the old one removed. Subsequently, the development company was
fined in the magistrates court (only because of the building permit breach) but a retrospective
planning permit was obtained to legitimise the brand new dwelling (with demolition of the original
dwelling based on alleged grounds of termite and rot damage to the original front of the house).
This is a typical building practice which usually avoids detection but when it does, can still be
cheaper and quicker than applying for amendments to permits, even with Magistrates Court fines.

8 Parker St Richmond:
PL 001076 (renovation)
This case involved a series of errors and subsequent attempts at damage control on the part of
Council planning staff:
(1) a s52 breach - the two closest residents to the renovation and thus those potentially most
affected were not notified of the application, while three others in the same street were. This
occurred despite council rate records having been used to identify the owners of all adjacent
properties in order to notify owners by name. This resulted in denial of natural justice to the two
neighbours not notified, who had no chance to object because they did not even know a permit
had been applied for or granted until construction began (see legal advice in file). Interestingly, the
first action of Council on hearing of the situation was to immediately refer the case to their
insurance assessor, then their lawyer.
(2) inaccuracies in site context diagrams were apparently not detected at the time the permit was
granted, and other un-requested and unauthorised changes included on the amended plans were
also apparently not detected at the time of endorsement. These changes were also not identified
later by planning consultant Roz Hansen (hired by Council to independently assess the case as
soon as Council realised they could have been guilty of breaching s52);
(3) Hansen's assessment (10 Oct.01, part 4) discussed rear open space but failed to address the
two key issues of light intrusion & acoustic impact from the renovation itself due to height &
proximity to the boundary, despite listing them in her introduction.
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(4) The legal opinion (9 Oct.01) of John Rantino (senior lawyer, Maddocks) re s52[1][d] was that
the evidence suggested that originally the planner neglected to assess the impact of the
development on the two properties not notified and thus that there could be a prima facie ground
for permit cancellation or amendment. Hansen's only opinion on this issue was to suggest that
Council "formulate and implement a policy on public notification of such applications to minimise
this situation occurring again" (sic).
(5) Neither of these opinions support the statement by then Head of Stat. Planning (Peter Gaschk letter to me, 29 Oct.01) that Rantino and Hansen both "highlighted that Council satisfactorily
carried out the notification requirements in accordance with s52...".
Council confirmed permit breaches but continued to fail to issue a planning infringement notice and
a fine to initiate genuine negotiations. Council appeals officer David Vorchheimer stalled residents
by claiming that the site owner was on the verge of negotiating with them, although the residents
suspected the owner had no intention of negotiating at all. Resident pressure finally caused an
enforcement officer to issue a PIN requiring negotiations with neighbours as part of the remedial
action (and as allowed for under s130 P&E Act) but his superior cancelled it the same day and reissued a new PIN requiring only compliance with the planning scheme.
Unfortunately the residents were not litigious and had relied on assurances that Council was acting
in their interests. Consequently, no other action by residents had been taken by the time the
timber-framed renovation was at lock-up stage, when VCAT no longer had jurisdiction (s88, P&E
Act) so the permit could not then have been challenged. An earlier challenge (non-compliance
with s52) would probably have been successful.

1B Aitken St Clifton Hill:
PL02/0319
2.4.02 application for a 4.2m high rear fence. Staff correctly told the applicant on 14.5.02 the
height couldn't exceed 2.6m. A week later (memo, 20.5.02), a councillor and senior staff conducted
a site visit and were persuaded by a hysterical applicant to "be more flexible".
As this colossal file testifies, this simple single mistake led to a farcical process that ran for nearly
two years, wasting a huge amount of officers' time (and that of me and my client). The planners
allowed themselves to be too easily influenced by the applicant who was extremely persistent in
continually contacting officers using emotional tactics to influence their actions; and the planners
were subsequently left trying to justify their flawed process.
The delegation report was factually incorrect in a number of instances and did not properly address
most of my client's objections as required under s60 P&E Act. But the two key planning issues that
were continually ignored were that:
(1).Under s62(4) P& E Act, Council must not grant a permit which breaches the building act or
regulations (which have siting requirements parallel to Rescode, including regulation of building
heights and set-backs). A fence of this height breaches the building regulations and this part of
my written objection was never addressed as required under s60(1)(a)(i)
(2) Council's Rescode analysis failed to assess the fence against guidelines A10 & A11
because the planner erroneously assumed that since fence height was not defined in the
Planning Scheme, Rescode A10 & A11 were not applicable.
In fact, clause 71 of the Planning Scheme states that a term used in the scheme has its
ordinary meaning unless that term is defined in the scheme or in the P&E Act 1987 or the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984. In the P&E Act (s3(1)), fences are defined as buildings,
so that A10 and A11 should have applied, which (as with the building regulations) would have
limited the fence to around 2.6m, as originally advised. It was that simple.
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The planner said he was not going to buy into personal issues involved in this dispute, yet
throughout the assessment allowed himself to be driven by constant pressure from the applicant witness the frequent email exchanges prior to mediation in mid-Oct 2002 and later exchanges
between the applicant and other planning staff.
My clients (in Brockenshire St at the rear of the site) were also subjected to intimidating behaviour
by the applicant and finally withdrew their VCAT action and sold up in mid-2003. Successive
amendments were subsequently proposed to the permit, Council opposed the changes, more staff
became involved (including the Director City Development, Manager Planning Unit and even the
Mayor) and the matter was finally heard at VCAT on 18.12.03 as a s149 and s87 appeal.
But the two fundamental issues above were never addressed at VCAT - it was not in either the
applicant's nor the council's interests to reveal these flaws in the planning assessment.
Consequently no arguments on these points were advanced and the Member simply upheld the
s149 appeal and did not determine the planning merits of the case under s87.
Result: very poor planning outcome (inappropriate structure, poor planning process and
disadvantaged and disillusioned residents), and a huge waste of council’s resources over nearly
two years - all over a rear fence, and an initial failure to stick to a simple guideline.

104 Somerset St Richmond:
99/1043; & subdivision file 97/014
Apparent failure of staff to check for the existence of any prior subdivision during the assessment
of a planning permit for a second dwelling on a lot. Subsequently at VCAT, council's lawyer and
the applicant’s lawyer revealed that a subdivision permit did exist (but hadn’t been acted on), so
the development wasn’t required to provide on-site parking for the existing dwelling. This negated
one of Council's two main grounds for refusing a permit, while revised setback plans already
allowed for in the original design negated the other).
The existence of the subdivision permit was not disclosed to the objectors at any stage before the
VCAT hearing, nor apparently to Council planners – there was no mention of it in the application
file. This was despite the fact that when requested by the council planner for further survey
information about the property, the applicant (at the time Council's own senior statutory planning
officer) had misleadingly provided Council with further particulars of the property on 26.8.99 that
did not mention the subdivision permit but instead provided an out-dated copy of an earlier 1996
survey showing a single block.
The subdivision application was received by Council on 7.1.97 without any prior planning permit
being applied for or granted for the two proposed lots. Despite this, the subdivision permit was
granted on 12.2.97 (in just 5 weeks!) and renewed each year. The subdivision file contains no
document with the applicant’s name and signature as owner of the property, not even the
application itself which was fraudulently signed on 23.12.96 by his wife in her maiden name,
although a title search showed joint ownership by the applicant and his wife since 21.12.94
Council's subdivision officer at the time continued to accept without question annual unsigned
requests for extensions of the permit purporting to be from the surveyor, not on letterhead but as
hand-typed notes headed "C/- 104 Somerset St.". The subdivision permit was simply being
warehoused (against Council policy) until the applicant was ready to use it. None of this was
(apparently) revealed to the officer considering the application, which was presumably why
Council's lawyer handled such an apparently simple and straight-forward dual occupancy case at
VCAT instead of the planning officer.

57 Spensley St Clifton Hill:
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99 1480 & PL 01/0841
The initial permit for this development was poorly assessed - a rear garage that faced transversely
across the narrow block was allowed for the applicant to garage 2 cars, despite an internal length
less than 4.8m. An external staircase was also allowed which required screening, but the
applicant ignored the permit and built an unscreened straight external stairway across the block in
full view of neighbouring backyards and windows.
A full set of internal amenity facilities (WC, shower, cooking area, etc) was allowed to remain on
the plans for the studio above the garage despite the written objections of the neighbours, so that
once the structure received a permit it had an "as of right" use as a dwelling under the planning
scheme, despite a Note on the permit stating that it must not be used as a dwelling. The senior
planner involved was aware of this issue and either knew or should have known that the Note had
no legal status and could not be enforced (as DOI and a letter to me from former planning
manager Peter Gaschk later confirmed).
Proper regard for the Clifton Hill heritage area would have respected the local sub-division pattern
with rear lane access for vehicles, which in this case would have allowed space for only a singlecar garage (but with adequate dimensions) and an internal staircase with no privacy concerns, plus
retention of 2 on-street parking spaces on the east side of the adjoining Abbott Grove, an area of
high on-street parking demand.
The neighbours unfortunately did not challenge the original flawed permit but did complain when
the unscreened staircase was built instead of the screened spiral one. Council issued a PIN so the
applicant sought a retrospective permit which objectors challenged at VCAT.
Finally, in early 2003, after months of prevarication by the applicant and several VCAT mediation
and directions hearings, a s173 agreement was reached to completely screen the stair as built
(and to modify door and window grilles to meet heritage requirements).
Due to lawyers for both Council and the applicant failing to act with alacrity, it took from June 2003
until January 2004 to actually conclude the s137 agreement and a further 9 months until it was
signed and lodged with the Titles Office - two and a half years after the retrospective permit was
sought.

66 Wilson St N Carlton:

97/1487 – alterations & additions
PL 00/0075 – paint exterior;
PL 01/1068 – alterations & additions to façade
Summary:
- no enforcement action on breach of permit re façade
- failure of Council to reply promptly (or sometimes at all) to the northern neighbour's
letters and phone calls or to properly address or resolve their concerns over several years re
an overlooking window in the central light-well that was not detected during the original
assessment
- harassment of northern neighbour by the applicant - complaint re trellis on shared side fence,
erected originally by mutual agreement. PIN issued but later withdrawn once architectural
drawing supplied to Council by neighbour)
- planning staff misled IDAC councillors by supplying IDAC with a photo of the façade of
no. 66 which had been rendered and painted, rather than the photo supplied by the same
applicant with an earlier application (to paint the façade) which showed the original façade
brickwork. The issue at IDAC was whether illegally-applied render on the façade should be
removed, the applicant falsely implying that the render was already there when they bought the
dwelling.
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From the files: The original permit 97/1487 included no mention of any alteration or treatment to
the building façade. However, the Viarc architectural statement of 10.11.97 says the front façade
was to be retained and restored where possible and that there would be no alteration to the Wilson
St façade. The photo of this façade clearly shows the original brickwork, with no apparent major
cracks as later claimed by the owner.
The 8-page report to IDAC for permit 01/1068 includes 2 attachments, neither referenced in the
report. The second attachment includes a photo of the paint treatment of the site façade,
presumably relating to permit 000075 but taken after the rendering was done.
In contrast, the notated page and photo endorsed as part of permit 00/0075 clearly shows the
brickwork of the façade before sandblasting and rendering was carried out. Together with resident
complaints, this indicates that rendering was carried out around June 99, before permit application
000075 was lodged in Jan. 2000.
The original photos showing the brickwork indicate that the façade was in original condition (with
some peeling paint) when the owner bought it, and that whenever the rendering was done, it was
done without a permit.
Council failed to properly and in a timely way address this breach of the Planning Scheme or the
legitimate concerns of the north neighbour, again wasting huge amounts of time for staff and
objectors in avoiding dealing effectively with the issues. It is also reprehensible that neither photo
of the original brick façade from file 97/1487 or 00/0075 were reproduced in the IDAC report for
councillors to consider, given that the "prior existence" of the render was a key aspect of their
deliberations, on which the subsequent VCAT case was based.

812 & 814 Lygon St N. Carlton
PL 98/0354 (enforcement)
On behalf of a client, I complained that there were no rear ground floor windows due to the rear
open courtyards having been illegally constructed as covered enclosed garages. The enforcement
officer subsequently photographed the rear of the dwellings and noted that there were rear
windows and concluded that the development was compliant - but he was referring to the 1st floor
windows! Enforcement officers refer to planning permit plans when investigating compliance
issues so it would have been obvious what my complaint was about. Note that the same
enforcement officer was also involved in similar erroneous initial enforcement processes for 89
Kent St, 4 Dando St and others.
I followed up my original complaint which was then acted on by Yarra Building Services since the
matter also involved a breach of the building permit. The case was heard at the Magistrates Court
in mid-Feb.2004 where the permit applicants pleaded guilty. This was an inadequate initial
planning enforcement process where no further action would have been taken had I not
persevered with my complaint.
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